TC-501 HERCULES XTRA-HVY DUTY FLAT

XHD DESIGN — 350 LB/SF LOAD RATING

HERCULES: Avail in 5” increments from 14’-7” to 20’-0” long, 81”, 94”, 96”, 102” wide

- **TC-501 HERCULES FEATURES & OPTIONS**
  - 100% T-6 Heat treated aluminum—rated “A” against corrosion
  - Standard 7” “H” beam longsills
  - 6” “C” stringer available for lower mounted height
  - Overall body height is 9.5” (8.5” with 6” “C” channel longsill)
  - Tongue-in-groove joints provide strong deck surface
  - Stake pockets cut into rub rail tops—can be omitted
  - LED marker lights with wiring harness standard
  - Most TC-500 options available for HERCULES
  - Optional external rubrail available
  - All TC-501s rated for 350 lb/sf evenly distributed load
  - 2-3/8” X 5” Floor Plank has full 3/16” thick top surface
  - Drop Sides option available
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